
Concepts & Common Terminology to Master 
Biocommunication 
In the context of ZYTO Technology, biocommunication consists of an exchange of information between a 
computer and the body through galvanic skin response (GSR). The ZYTO Hand Cradle measures GSR and the 
software ranks the changes in energetic coherence and generates reports. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGsKQ9FBqiU&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=1 
 
Biological or Energetic Coherence 
A state in the body where two or more things exist without conflict. By introducing digital signals of actual items, 
ZYTO decision-support technology can detect and rank changes. Reports generated from this information act as 
guides in making decisions about personal wellness. Biological coherence is also referred to as biological 
preference. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V05xlaDr5ew&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=6 
 
Galvanic Skin Response 
A method of measuring fluctuations in the electrical conductivity of the skin. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DF236ZbDcoM&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=7 
 
Virtual Item 
A digital signature representing an item. Think of a Virtual Item as a “question” posed to the body about a 
particular item, such as a supplement or clinic service. The response to this question is the change in the 
electrical properties of the skin, which is measured by the Hand Cradle. 
 
VSIs are created using a proprietary formula in the ZYTO software.  They generate a signature, or signal 
representing the item they have been linked to.  When this signal is presented to the patient during the scanning 
process, the response that is generated is like a response you would get if you had the actual item present and 
used it to stimulate a response.  The reason they are called VSIs (Virtual Stimulus Items) is because they virtually 
represent the item they are linked to; they are not the item. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfTSvmqp65s&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=11 
 
Stressor Virtual Item 
An item run as a stressor in a scan that represents a biomarker or an external item. Both positive and negative 
responses to stressor Virtual Items are considered when examining what to use as balancer Virtual Items. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErCRktX8WSQ&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=8 
 
Biomarkers 
A subset of stressor Virtual Items that represent various body parts and functions, such as organs, glands, and 
systems. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1W7xtq4_x2o&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=2 
 
Balancer Virtual Items 
Items run as balancers during a scan that represent various products or services. Any positive in- or out-of-range 
items can be considered to use as balancer Virtual Items. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErCRktX8WSQ&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=8 
 
Deviation Ratio (dR) 
A numerical expression of coherence with a specific Virtual Item. A positive dR indicates an increase in 
coherence, while a negative dR indicates diminishing coherence. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kx1bAE2CEk&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=4 
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Biosurvey 
A survey that identifies the body’s biological coherence for a chosen group of Virtual Items. The results from a 
Biosurvey can help you and your client make better decisions about their wellness. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnNu3rVT0DE&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=3 
 
Range 
The range is determined by measuring the responses to 35 neutral Virtual Items at the beginning of every ZYTO 
scan. The range is the body’s normal response level. Anything in range may be considered a stressor Virtual Item 
the body may be able to handle on its own. The out-of-range stressor Virtual Items are the items that the body 
had an unusual response to and might need some help to bring back into range. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thSWau0crC4&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=9 
 
Non-Response or 0.0 dR Response 
Generally interpreted as an “Exhausted” or that the biomarker was too weak to show a response. It would be 
treated/viewed the same as an “Out of Range” item. In rare cases, practitioners may interpret a zero dR or non-
response as showing that the biomarker is in balance. 
 
Dynamic Baseline 
A real-time measurement of the body’s energetic posture. Because the body’s energy constantly fluctuates, this 
measurement is calculated with each Virtual Item and its corresponding dR. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dX-iawB2EX0&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=5 
 
Vectors and Vectors Tab 
Shows energetic relationships between items in the body. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26bxWeRp5ng&list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP&index=10 
 

 
Additional Resources from ZYTO’s YouTube Channel 

 
YouTube Channel Playlists 
https://www.youtube.com/user/ZYTOtechnology/videos 
ZYTO Terminology 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLk841g7RxiZX-grOrAAtBPiD18lAUaUmP 
ZYTO History & Theory with Dr. Cook 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLk841g7RxiZU_SICAIzDW7bTUCjgah4-m 
ZYTO Tips 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLk841g7RxiZWziHfQeFndnsAUHHGWgElb 
ZYTO Wellness Webinars 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLk841g7RxiZUT0vZLnXH6qPfaavnTZxJC 
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